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My Big Book of Bible Heroes for Kids Jul 13 2021 My
Big Book of Bible Heroes for Kids highlights the stories
of 50 weird, wild, and wonderful Bible characters in a
fresh, comic book-style approach that features attentioncapturing illustrations and captivating stories.
Nameless Heroes of the Bible Oct 04 2020 Nobody
knows their names . . . Except God--and perhaps several
million (billion?) of their closest friends in heaven. The
Bible gives us true stories about a large handful of
fascinating, but nameless, people. You and I are like
them. We too will be nameless to history. And we too
have an opportunity to act in ways that have a profound
effect for good on the way history unfolds on the earth.
They are Nameless Heroes of the Bible. What do they
have to teach us?

Does God Have a Hero? Aug 02 2020 In Does God
Have A Hero? Author Eric P McCarty gently guides the
reader on a inward journey to discover his own higher
wisdom. On this remarkable tour of the soul the reader
will discover the joys of a life filled with
compassion,wisdom,love and light. With deep insight into
the human potential for love and kindness,the author
answers "yes indeed God Does Have A Hero"! Each of us
has this hero living within,waiting to express these heroic
qualities in little ways in everyday life.
Bible Heroes Apr 22 2022 Selections from The Bible
story volumes.
Brave Heroes and Bold Defenders May 23 2022 Men of
Fearless Faith Meet men who have used their God-given
talents to live out their faith to the fullest. They come
from a variety of backgrounds, eras, and ethnicities, but
each one has answered the Lord’s call on their life in bold
and innovative ways. Children of all ages will be inspired
by the stories of C.S. Lewis—professor and author of the
influential Chronicles of Narnia series Zhang
Boli—Chinese dissident, journalist, and Christian pastor
Richard Allen—former slave and founder of the African
Methodist Episcopal Church Tim Tebow—athlete,
Heisman trophy winner, and outspoken follower of Christ
Father Damien—priest who dedicated his life to helping
lepers in Hawaii These and the 45 other defenders of the
faith featured in this book have made a profound impact
on the world around them, and in many cases changed the

course of history. Strong, smart, and sometimes
outspoken, these men are tremendous examples of God’s
love in action. These inspiring profiles will captivate kids’
imaginations and encourage them to discover their own
gifts and how they can use them to glorify God.
Christian Heroes May 11 2021 We all have heroes people we admire, look up to, and want to be like. Here
are twenty-one heroes who stood up for their faith. We
remember them because they did great and brave things
for their God. Learn about them, and find that you can be
a Christian Hero too!
Book of Saints (Part 5) Jul 21 2019 Lives of fifteen wellknown Saints, illustrated in full, color.
Unlikely Heroes: Ordinary People with Extraordinary
Faith May 31 2020 Is it possible for broken, ill-equipped,
faltering, or average people to merit God's highest
commendation?For him to say they lived "by faith"? Yes,
it is.In Unlikely Heroes: Ordinary People with
Extraordinary Faith, Daniel R. Lockwood presents a cast
of Old Testament characters from Hebrews 11-seriously
flawed people with stories that teach us about genuine,
biblical faith.Biblical insights, historical significance, and
engaging storytelling carry readers across generations of
faith into the adventure that is ours today, with guidance
for traveling wisely and courageously. So strap on your
dusty sandals, shoulder your trail-worn knapsack, pick up
your reliable walking stick, and get ready to travel in the
footsteps of some remarkably unremarkable individuals.

You will meet people whom God himself calls faithful
and discover they are people like us!
The Book of Missionary Heroes Nov 24 2019 DigiCat
Publishing presents to you this special edition of "The
Book of Missionary Heroes" by Basil Mathews. DigiCat
Publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of
humankind. Every DigiCat book has been carefully
reproduced for republishing in a new modern format. The
books are available in print, as well as ebooks. DigiCat
hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment
and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature.
8 Spiritual Heroes Apr 10 2021 "It is evident after
exploring these heroes' lives and writings that God
remains a Mystery—a reality beyond images,
descriptions, dogmas and creeds."—From the Epilogue
How does a person imagine God? How does that image
change as the person matures spiritually and undergoes a
significant religious experience? What
influences—political, social, gender, faith
tradition—shape and change a person's view of God? In
this compelling and inspiring book of biographical
theology, Brennan Hill uses stories and historical and
theological sources to tell us how eight modern religious
heroes see God. Hill's religious heroes are diverse: a
Hindu (Mahatma Gandhi), a Jewess who converted to
Christianity (Edith Stein), a black Baptist minister (Martin
Luther King, Jr.), a Catholic laywoman (Dorothy Day), a
Salvadoran archbishop (Archbishop Oscar Romero), two

Jesuit priests (Pierre Tielhard de Chardin and Daniel
Berrigan) and a nun (Mother Teresa of Calcutta). Hill
writes: "Many of my religious heroes lived out their faith
in an outstanding manner. For all of these religious heroes
God was often close at hand, deeply felt in the events of
their lives, glimpsed in the people they met, pursuing
them in their minds and hearts. God, as it were, came with
many intriguing faces: as a God of truth, of the homeless
and of the mountain. God came in the cosmos, as one
beckoning to prophecy and as a fellow sufferer sharing
the cross. Divinity appeared as the power of peace and in
the poverty of the abandoned. Each one of us might now
ask: What face has my God shown to me?"
Unnamed Feb 26 2020 The author invites readers to join
God's roster of unforgettable heroes and--like the
unnamed heroes of the Bible--live a life of significance
and adventure.
Hero Oct 24 2019 A lively and engaging retelling of the
story of Gideon. A powerful challenge to both Christians
and non-Christians. Are you a loser or winner? Capable or
useless? A hero or a zero. Watch what happens when God
takes hold of loser-boy Gideon, and moulds and shapes
him into the unlikeliest of heroes. And discover how God
continues to use our weakness to bring about his purposes
in the world. This richly illustrated book for teens and
older brings the power of this exciting story to bear on our
modern lives.
Old Testament Heroes Jun 12 2021

Gods and Heroes in Art Oct 16 2021 As archetypes of
human virtue and vice, the gods and heroes of ancient
Greece and Rome have figured prominently in Western
culture. In art, they have been portrayed time and time
again, especially during the Renaissance, Baroque, and
Neoclassical periods. Gods and Heroes in Art aims to help
museum patrons and art lovers recognize the legendary
characters of classical antiquity in art. The characters are
each described in entries summarizing their distinctive
stories, their special attributes, and the ways in which
artists have depicted them. Each entry is richly illustrated
with reproductions of works of art in which the god or
hero is pictured, giving readers a chance to examine
images of the character and to understand the work of art
better. The informative guide first surveys the pantheon of
the Greco-Roman world, then focuses on characters from
the Trojan War and The Odyssey. The next sections
describe kings, philosophers, warriors, and other historical
figures. The book concludes with useful indexes,
including a list of iconographic symbols associated with
the subjects, and a bibliography of essential resources.
HEROES OF FAITH Jan 27 2020 HEROES OF FAITH
is historical fiction of the life of the first imperfect human
after the fall, Abel, based on the Word of God. After
reading the account, it will be as if Abel were an old
friend. This brief powerful story will move and motivate
the faith of all readers. HEROES OF FAITH has been
created to not only entertain but also help the reader

strengthen his or her faith. We will begin with an easy to
understand introductory chapter on the question, What Is
Faith? After that, is the historical story of the life of Abel.
This is followed by the Bible difficulties of all the persons
in the life of Abel: his father Adam, his mother Eve, and
his brother Cain. Finally, we close this crucial book that
can strengthen us in these last days with four chapters on
Bible Difficulties, which will also help the reader grow in
faith.
Book of Saints (Part 12) Mar 29 2020 Lives of fifteen
well-known Saints, illustrated in full, color.
Twelve Unlikely Heroes Study Guide Jun 19 2019 Enoch,
who never died . . . Samson, who killed an army with a
donkey's jawbone . . . James, who grew up as the brother
of the Messiah . . . These are fascinating people whose
stories are woven through history and the Bible. They
show us God at work in unexpected ways and numerous
cultures. They each reveal another little piece of His great
plan. But how do they affect my life? If John MacArthur's
Twelve Unlikely Heroes presents intimate portraits of
these individuals, this study guide is the bridge between
those portraits and our daily lives. Commentary and
poignant questions bring the points home with unflinching
candor, urging us toward a deeper walk with the One who
has written all our stories. REWIND—look again at
important passages RETHINK—check all the angles
REFLECT—consider how it affects you
REACT—change your life

101 Bible Heroes Dec 06 2020 101 BIBLE HEROES
Self Study & Improvement The writer of Hebrews tells us
that if and when we read the word of God, it will
illuminate and change us, showing us places where
growth and His touch are needed. These 101 Heroes of
the Bible can not only serve as characters to admire from
the past, but as motivators and a means to change us and
our future, so we too become God's Heroes, following His
call and growing in His image. It might be easy to assume
that a "Bible Hero" is anyone named in the Bible, but it
depends on your definition of a hero. To understand what
Bible heroes are, we first need to understand what the
Bible is. From the perspective of history and literature, the
Bible is a library of books, covering thousands of years of
history, written by many different authors from diverse
cultures. That is helpful and interesting, but there is more.
The Bible is the Word of God: God's revelation of who
He is and what He has done. The Divine Author has
woven a thread throughout the Book that ties it all
together: the Big Hero Story. The Scriptures are a
collection of stories that are framed by the Big Story of
God's redemption through Jesus Christ. In other words,
the small "stories" are not disconnected from each other.
They are connected and defined by the Big Hero Story.
Open this book and learn more about 101 Bible Heroes
and yourself!
In Search of Hidden Heroes : Evidence that God is at
Work Sep 03 2020

Heroes of Our Faith Jul 01 2020 This outstanding
devotional book contains 366 stories of brave Christians
who gave up their lives for their Lord. These believers
witnessed to the truth and power of the Gospel by their
faithfulness to Christ. Their stories inspire us to live
wholeheartedly for Him. Spend a year with these great
heroes of faith and allow God to touch your life.
Judges Nov 17 2021 JUDGES: Book of Heroes traces the
tragic story of the people of God from the glory days of
Joshua to the gloomy days of Samson; from courage to
compromise; from conquest to capitulation. But despite
the subject matter, this book is not a gloomy book! The
author shows that for all their failings, the judges were
men and women of rare faith, men and women who stood
for God in troubled times. And he encourages us, too, to
live for God where He has placed us; to serve Him
faithfully in the work to which He has called us. "We may
not have the spiritual gifts of a Samson or a Deborah. We
may not have the courage of an Othniel or a Jephthah.
Perhaps we're just ordinary, like Gideon, or maybe we
feel like one of the minor judges, like Abdon or Ibzan or
Tola, whose names nobody can remember. Nevertheless,
God delights to use ordinary people, and He delights even
more to use really useless people! God will use those who
have faith in Him, those whose hearts are loyal to Him.
The judges of Israel, imperfect as they were, stand out for
God like shining beacons in a dark night, because at the
end of the day, they trusted God, and were available to

Him."
How to Become God Nov 05 2020 Is it possible to
become God? Is the unconscious mind nothing other than
the Heaven gate? This is the extraordinary account of the
ancient and controversial secret society known as the
Pythagorean Illuminati of how it is possible for everyone
to attain divinity. There are two vast obstacles to
overcome, one relating to a lack of consciousness, and the
other to an over-identification with consciousness. The
followers of the Abrahamic religions are "bicameral",
meaning they are highly submissive and obey "voices"
emanating from their unconscious. Atheistic scientific
materialists are overly rational and deny the existence of
anything other than their mortal ego-consciousness. They
have cut themselves off from the most mysterious domain
in existence: that of the two numbers zero and infinity.
This may be the most revolutionary book in history,
presenting a unique and breathtaking view of reality. If
you cannot find the answers to your profoundest questions
in the God Program, you will find them nowhere.
HEROES OF THE EMPIRE Dec 26 2019 In this short
book, Ptr. Luna explores some obscure biblical figures
and carefully presents their contribution to the
enlargement of God's kingdom.
Heroes of the Holy Life Mar 09 2021 Stories of fourteen
outstanding Christians whose words and deeds set an
example for believers today.This book recounts the life
stories of outstanding Christians who inspire and

challenge readers to live more godly lives. These fourteen
men and women—some well known and others
not—come from many parts of the world and from the
14th to the 20th centuries. These brief biographies
highlight the events and special contributions each person
has made to the church. Figures presented are Francis
Asbury, Duncan Campbell, Oswald Chambers, Jonathan
Goforth, Madame Guyon, Frances Ridly Havergal, John
Hyde, Adoniram Judson, Dwight L. Moody, Evan
Roberts, Girolamo Savonarola, Amanda Smith, John
Smith, and Bishop William Taylor.
Chapters from French history. God's heroes and the
world's heroes Sep 22 2019
Heroes Dec 18 2021 Using the lens of popular culture,
Heroes explores the ways that our perceptions of heroism
and villainy affect the way people behave in heroic and
villainous ways. Allison and Goethals use psychology to
explore how these important concepts shape our lives and
our world.
Heroes in Training Aug 26 2022 The author introduces
primaries to heroes from Bible times to modern times:
boys, girls, cats, dogs, horses--even a pig named Priscilla.
Each story helps kids learn to be God's hero.
100 Bible Heroes, 100 Bible Songs Aug 22 2019 This
beautifully illustrated children's Bible storybook focuses
on 100 Bible Heroes. A follow-up of the best-selling book
100 Bible Stories, 100 Bible Songs, this book is designed
to help children remember and learn more about their

favorite Biblical heroes and their life stories. This book
contains two full-length CDs filled with over three hours
of popular sing-along music produced by award-winning
producer Stephen Elkins. 100 Bible Heroes, 100 Bible
Songs is a wonderful way for children to read, sing, and
learn about their favorite Bible heroes.
God's Heroes Mar 21 2022 Children looks up to and
admire their heroes -from athletes to action figures, pop
stars to princesses. This book inroduces 13 of the greates
heroes of our faith. Each life story highlights a particular
virtue and relates it to a child's life today. Saints include
St. Francis of Assisi, St. Joan of Arc, Blessed Kateri
Tekakwitha, St. Philip Neri, and St. Edward the Confessor
Twelve Unlikely Heroes Jul 25 2022 In the third
installment of the Twelve series, readers discover that true
success is measured in terms of obedience, humility and
faithfulness to God. They faltered. They struggled. At
times, they failed. Yet God worked through them in
incredible ways to accomplish his purposes. In Twelve
Unlikely Heroes, the third installment of Dr. MacArthur's
Twelve series (Twelve Ordinary Men, Twelve
Extraordinary Women), readers gain new insights into the
kind of people God uses, and what it means to be
successful in his eyes. Readers receive deep biblical
teaching and inspiring life instruction from Bible
characters like: Joseph: a slave who saved his country and
his family Miriam: the sister who helped shape one of
Israel's foremost deliverers Samson: an uncontrollable

man whom God empowered and used Jonathan: an heir to
a throne he was willing to give up Esther: the woman God
used to spare the Jewish people Mark: a coward who was
restored and wrote the second gospel Onesimus: a
runaway slave who became a minister And more! Twelve
Unlikely Heroes highlights this wonderful mystery: that
God uses weak, foolish, and broken people to showcase
his power, wisdom, and love. He works through those
who are humble, contrite, and eager to obey. By God's
grace and for his glory, ordinary sinners are unexpectedly
transformed into heroes of the faith.
Heroes of God's Church Jan 07 2021 This fifth grade
volume in the Madonna Series is intended as a study in
virtue using the stories of the Saints. Each one is
presented, not merely as a two-dimensional figure for
admiration, or a miracle worker, but as a real human in
real-world situations, having to make tough decisions in
order to become the Heroes of God's Church.
Heroes of God Jan 19 2022 Fifteen stories of men and
women of long ago whose lives and deeds reflected the
Christian virtues of faith, love, and honor. Includes
Hildegard of Bingen, Leonardo da Vinci, and Louis
Braille.
Kingdom Heroes Aug 14 2021 “Now faith is the
assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things not
seen.” —Hebrews 11:1 In seasons when the world is
crashing down, you’re faced with a choice: Do you put
your confidence in yourself? Or do you let God take the

reins of your life? Deep-rooted faith in Christ’s presence
and providence can be one of life’s greatest
challenges—yet the fruits of this faith will carry you
through every tomorrow. Join Dr. Tony Evans in
Kingdom Heroes, a study of the Old Testament men and
women lauded in Hebrews 11 for responding in faith
during times of crisis. As you journey through the lives of
Abraham, Noah, Rahab, and more, you’ll witness what it
looks like to walk in assurance of God’s love and be
inspired to… keep giving God your best, no matter life’s
circumstances view trials as opportunities to strengthen
your faith leave behind a spiritual impact on those who
follow in your path It’s never too late to live like a
kingdom hero! Dr. Evans’ latest book will leave you
encouraged to put your faith into action and experience
God’s limitless power in your life.
Heroes of God Sep 27 2022 This collection brings to life
the story of eleven holy heroes who devoted their lives to
bringing the transforming truth of Christ to people who
did not know Him. Their lives illuminated by the master
historian Henri Daniel-Rops, these intrepid Catholics
cheerfully risked rejection, ridicule, imprisonment,
torture, and death in order to proclaim Christ.
Hera's Terrible Trap! Apr 29 2020 Tim Baker thinks his
adventures are over until he hitches a ride to Ancient
Greece on a stolen vase. Soon Tim finds himself trapped
with an army of peacocks and a hero who can't stop
admiring himself.

Heroes of the Bible Devotional Oct 28 2022 Ask any 12year-old kid to describe a hero, and you will get some of
the following answers: a superstar athlete, a soldier on the
front lines, or a guy in a cape who can jump over
buildings. Most of our “heroes” are related to human
achievement and glory, but the Bible has a very different
concept. The list of people who were great in God’s eyes
might shock you. This devotional book is about their
stories. The 90 devotions feature the qualities of Bible
characters that made them heroic. From Moses to Esther
to Jesus, kids will learn more about how these Bible
people pleased God. They will know that qualities like
courage, worshiping God, and being a true friend are
heroic actions. The devotional features line drawings of
the Bible characters to further help youth identify with
and learn about the people in the Bible.
Twelve Unlikely Heroes Study Guide Feb 20 2022
Building onthe success of his best-selling books Twelve
Ordinary Men and Twelve Extraordinary Women, Dr.
John MacArthur turns his attention to twelve of the most
unlikely heroesin the Bible. Summarizing their lives and
the depth of their individual faith, he demonstrates the
way in which God also requires men and women to fortify
his kingdom. Drawing from both the Old and New
Testaments, Dr. MacArthur highlights a wide range of
heroines, including Joseph, Miriam, Samson, Jonathan,
Esther, Mark, Onesimus, and more! Features include:
Insightful questions for in-depth study Places to journal

Guided prayers
God's Broken Heroes Sep 15 2021 Flawed. Weak. Failure.
Do you ever look in the mirror and see those words
staring back at you? Hear a voice in your head insisting
that, despite your best efforts, you aren't--and never will
be--good enough? So did David. And Moses. And Paul.
And John. We have a tendency to put our biblical heroes
on pedestals, but the truth is they were often just as
messed up as we are. Yet God looked past their
deficiencies and saw greatness. He loved and empowered
these people to do incredible things. And He can do the
same for you. God's Broken Heroes examines the
missteps and blunders of the Bible's mightiest characters
to show you that no matter what you've done or what you
think of yourself, God doesn't see you that way. The
champions of the faith were just as flawed as you are (and
in many cases, a lot worse!). Where you see broken, He
sees perfection!
Kingdom Heroes Workbook Feb 08 2021 Kingdom Hero:
a committed Christian who perseveres by faith in order to
experience spiritual victory and divine approval You must
grow in your faith to keep harvesting its fruits. But what
does this look like in everyday life? In the Kingdom
Heroes Workbook, bestselling author Dr. Tony Evans
invites you to examine how you can experience God’s
blessings by refining your reliance on His strength. In this
Bible study companion to the Kingdom Heroes DVD,
you’ll dive deeper into Hebrews’ Hall of Faith while

reflecting on your own walk with God, prompted by
profound, relevant questions such as What holds you back
from keeping eternal rewards centered in your heart and
mind? How might “cultural Christianity” hinder you from
giving God authentic worship? How does contemporary
“cancel culture” pressure you to change the way you
respond to the Holy Spirit’s callings? Perfect for
individual use or group study, this workbook lets you
learn from the best when it comes to living out Hebrews
11:1’s definition of faith: the “confidence in what we
hope for and the assurance about what we do not see.”
Complete your experience with Kingdom Heroes
Kingdom Heroes DVD
Hollywood Heroes Jun 24 2022 Seven fictional stories-Captain America, Iron Man, Harry Potter, Star Wars, The
Lord of the Rings, Batman, and Wonder Woman--point us
to the ultimate hero, Jesus Christ. Think about it. What if
Batman knew your name and wanted to be friends with
you? What if you were the one that Tony Stark died to
save? What if it was you that Luke Skywalker would stop
at nothing to redeem? Hollywood Heroes will awaken you
to these questions and help you to see a God who stops at
nothing to redeem you. And it will strengthen you to
invite others into conversations of faith and life in Jesus.
Fictional stories about heroes help us realize that there is
evil to fight, souls to be won, and growth to be achieved.
It helps us recognize--regardless of religious or cultural
beliefs--that sacrificing your life for another's is a

powerful and beautiful display of love. Fictional heroes
help us to reconsider what is tangibly in front of us
through the lens of story rather than simply as just another
day in our ordinary lives. Appealing straight to the heart,
the stories bypass artificial barriers that we would
normally block them with because our worldview has
been threatened. When we examine out-of-this-world
qualities like idealism, genius, a willingness to sacrifice,
discipline, loyalty, humility, courage, wisdom, focus,
power, and love, we discover that Jesus practices them
perfectly.
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